BY 2020, THERE WILL BE AN ESTIMATED 1.4 MILLION TECH JOBS, BUT ONLY 400,000 COMPUTER SCIENCE GRADUATES WILL BE TRAINED TO FILL THESE POSITIONS.

CODING CORPS MARIN IS A TECHNICAL TRAINING PROGRAM THAT AIDS TO PROVIDE NON-TRADITIONAL CANDIDATES FROM UNDERREPRESENTED COMMUNITIES WITH ACCESS TO A CAREER IN TECH.

WE ARE IN NEED OF TUTORS TO ENSURE THE SUCCESS OF OUR PARTICIPANTS.

HOURS ARE FLEXIBLE AND CAN BE HELD IN PERSON OR REMOTELY. PLEASE CONTACT KRISTA STINSON AT KRISTA@DREAMCORPS.US FOR MORE INFORMATION.

HELP NEEDED IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS:
- SINATRA
- RAILS
- REACT
- REDUX
- NODE.JS
- HTLML/CSS
- RUBY
- JAVASCRIPT
- OOP
- SQL
- ORM